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Abstract 

With respect to distribution, organizations are traditionally motivated to expand their           

channels to reach new markets, gain access to new customers, and diversify their operational risk               

(Gluck et. al , 1980). While current Marketing research on dispersion emphasizes its functional             

value, a closer look at the psychological value signaled to consumers reveals opportunities for              

more effective brand management, rapid organizational growth, and innovative cost savings. 

This exploratory research will look at dispersion, not in terms of people or people’s              

connections, but rather as a way for emerging organizations and individuals to create a broader               

psychological presence that signals prestige and trendiness. Three studies will examine various            

dimensions of dispersion and the effect each has on separate evaluations of trendiness for              

up-and-coming people and organizations. Implications for leveraging dispersion as a trendsetting           

heuristic to more effectively understand stakeholder motivation and judgement will be discussed.  
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Introduction 

Imagine you are an up-and-coming accredited scholar. You have one book published            

under the Harvard University Press but want to know if broadening your publication base, by               

submitting your newest piece to Oxford University Press and perhaps your next one to              

Cambridge University Press, would signal increased credibility and scholarly prowess more than            

just publishing your next book under Harvard University Press again. 

You are the designer and owner of a small women’s and men’s apparel boutique in Los                

Angeles, California wanting to create a trendy, new brand. You are currently considering             

opening an additional location in either Chicago, IL or Barcelona, Spain, and contemplate what              

effect each location has on your current and future customers’ assessment of your brand. While               

Chicago is an attractive, cosmopolitan city, you wonder if introducing a new store in Spain,               

would seem more prestigious and trendy. 

In these studies, we question whether having dispersed distribution channels projects a            

wider breadth of prestige, that psychologically signals trendiness and increases brand equity for             

an individual or organization. Innate human behavior motivates us to give more credence to              

ideas that are stated by multiple sources; a phenomenon heavily studied and regarded in the field                

of psychology as “Social Proof” (Cialdini, 2001). By this theory, having an organization or              

product that is perceived as more dispersed, has the potential to suggest the entity is widely                

valued across cultures. 

Delivering and defining competitive edge is critical for success in today’s competitive            

business and academic environments (Gluck et. al , 1980). As the world becomes increasingly             

smaller with improved technology, extended infrastructure and instant communication,         
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organizations are forced to rethink current processes and strategically manage their legitimacy,            

reputation and status (Bitektine, 2009). 

Today, marketing scholars believe organizations should consider dispersion as a vital           

brand management metric that should be included in all performance assessments (Luo et al .,              

2013, p. 399-415). For corporations, product dispersion and physical expansion are typically            

driven by objectives to increase market share and sales (Gluck et. al , 1980). With respect to                

distribution, organizations are traditionally motivated to expand their channels to reach new            

markets, gain access to new customers, and diversify their operational risk (Gluck et. al , 1980).               

While current Marketing research on dispersion emphasizes the functional value of dispersion, a             

closer look at the psychological value to outsiders and consumers could reveal opportunities for              

rapid organizational growth, more effective brand management, and innovative cost savings. 

This exploratory research aims to provide further clarification on the effect dispersion has             

on an individual's assessment of an organization’s level of trendiness and prestige. We posit that               

the perception of dispersion could also be a psychological heuristic that affects perceptions of              

prestige and trendiness, even when the dispersion itself is based on a psychological dispersion.              

Thus, this research will look at dispersion, not in terms of people or people’s connections, but                

rather as a way for emerging organizations to create a broader psychological presence. Three              

studies will examine various dimensions of dispersion and the effect each has on separate              

evaluations of prestige and trendiness for up-and-coming people and organizations. 

Prestige & Trendiness 
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Understanding key drivers of prestige is challenging, but invaluable to organizations. The            

value of obtaining this elusive status is underscored in English dramatist, Lewis Leopold’s             

journal “Prestige: A Psychological Study of Social Estimates:” 

“The most accurate bookkeepers are incapable of showing the         
items of prestige in their yearly balance-sheets. Yet, people are          
always alluding to it; it is feared and jealously guarded; sacrifices           
are made for it; it enables successes to be won, and serves as a              
cloak for weaknesses” (Leopold, 1913, p. 15-16).  
 

Leopold boldly suggests that prestige, if obtained, guards against potential competitive           

pressure and pitfalls organizations may face. Current studies believe prestige is an “important              

link between perceived brand globalness (PBG), perceived brand localness (PBL), and favorable            

[consumer] intentions” (Xie, et al. , 2015, p. 50-71). While little is known on why perceived               

brand globalness enhances consumer loyalty and favorable evaluations, the preference for global            

brands seems to be because they are perceived as more prestigious (Swoboda, 2016). With a               

growing preference among consumers for global brands, an organization’s ability to capitalize on             

the dispersion heuristic, by projecting a broader psychological presence around their brand or             

products, could impact whether or not they are perceived as exclusive and prestigious (Westjohn              

et al. , 2016). 

Trendiness is the quality of being modern and inspired by the most recent fashions or               

ideas (Cambridge Dictionary). At present, very little research has been done to identify what              

organizations and individuals can do to earn the status of “trendy,” however, with globalization,              

consumers’ are expected to show an increased preference for emerging retail formats that have              

shifted from local markets to globally dispersed stores (Jhamb, 2012). Without previous            

knowledge of a brand or retailer, customers generally assume that global stores have more              
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options in the form of new products and services with better quality (Jhamb, 2012). From this                

observation within the retail industry, the psychological values of innovation and enhanced            

quality that consumers inherently attribute to globally dispersed organizations, outweighs the           

functional benefits of dispersion when it comes to consumers’ evaluations of trendiness.  

Dispersion and Influence 

Prestige, thought of as the conferral of status given by others, relies fundamentally on the               

theory of Social Proof. To gain prestige in this sense, an organization or an individual, like an                 

up-and-coming fashion designer, would need to win loyalty and favorable intension, customer by             

customer, through costly, long-term, carefully managed investment (Gluck et. al , 1980). But,            

what if there was a way to create and facilitate a sense of trendiness and prestige instantaneously                 

in isolation of others’ observable behavior?  

The following brief literary review of Social Proof and Structural Holes theories will             

provide background on the inherent psychological signals of dispersion, that reveal unique            

opportunities for organizations and entrepreneurs to employ the dispersion heuristic to create a             

broader breadth of prestige that signals trendiness from inception. 

Literary Review of Social Proof & Structural Holes Theory 

Social Proof 

A theory that can account for why the spread or perceived dispersion of channels may               

convey that even more people find the product more attractive and trendy is “Social Proof.” The                

wide and current body of research on Social Proof maintains that it is the phenomena where                

individuals look to others to determine the correct behavior in a specific scenario, following the               

bias that others have more information than they possess (Cialdini, 2001). Early studies             
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conducted on social influence and conformity stem from research on the autokinetic effect             

carried out by Muzafer Sherif. Sherif hypothesized that “judgement is closely and            

psychologically related to perception, which explains the nature of the stereotype” (Sherif,            

1935).  

Research on Social Proof was advanced by Baron, Vandello, and Brunsman’s conclusion            

that “when judgements cannot be verified objectively, individuals become increasingly reliant on            

social information to gauge the accuracy and appropriateness of their views” (Baron et. al ,              

1996). Their research illustrates the powerful, persuasive qualities of Social Proof with their             

finding that an individual’s heightened interest to determine a correct behavior appears to be              

capable of enhancing the impact of social information and their confidence in the validity of the                

observed conformity (Baron et. al , 1996, 926). 

Today, Dr. Robert Cialdini is widely regarded as the authority on Social Proof with his               

research that expounds on the psychological drivers of persuasion. Cialdini emphasizes that            

human beings are social creatures and rely on the people around them for behavioral cues,               

especially when coming from peers (Cialdini, 2001). 

Marketing Implication 

The tendency to rely on others’ observed behavior can be applied to products and              

purchasing, as others’ opinions about quality are “most likely to influence a consumer’s product              

evaluation when the consumer’s own experience with the product is somewhat ambiguous”            

(Wooten, 1998). Dr. David Wooten, an Alfred L. Edwards Professor of Marketing at the Ross               

School of Business at the University of Michigan, further argues that consumers combine input              

they observe from others with other information in an anchoring and adjustment method that              
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causes the social input from others to disproportionately outweigh initially held beliefs about a              

product or organization (Wooten, 1998). This tendency of consumers to conform in ambiguous             

purchasing or investing situations can be leveraged by emerging organizations, entrepreneurs,           

and scholars, when their brand is not well known. 

Understanding and applying the psychological influence of Social Proof could largely           

impact marketing, brand management, and fundraising. As “others’ opinions can influence a            

consumer’s evaluation of a product,” it is important to control and manage your organization’s              

image (Wooten, 1998). Today, marketing managers have developed uniquely innovative          

technologies to facilitate social interaction between like-minded individuals around products          

(Amblee, 2014). Fostering customer interaction and engagement through online platforms          

increases the exchange of social information- EWOM, or Electronic Word of Mouth, that             

collectively boosts reputation and drives demand (Amblee, 2014). 

Because instinctive social behavior motivates us to value and trust ideas that are stated by               

multiple others, perceived dispersion could be a valuable, intangible asset that suggests an             

organization is more widely acknowledged. In sum, the dispersion heuristic motivates an            

assumption of social proof, that makes an organization or product seem more attractive to a               

broader audience. 

Structural Holes 
 

Another literature that also suggests that breadth or dispersion may increase influence is             

“Structural Holes Theory.” Background information on the theory helps us understand how            

having dispersed distribution channels with structural holes between them, can make a product or              

message seem more influential. The theory of Structural Holes was originally developed and             
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formalized by Ronald Stuart Burt from his social network research. Burt believes “a structural              

hole is a buffer, like an insulator in an electric circuit. As a result of the hole, two contacts                   

provide network benefits that are in some degree additive rather than overlapping” (Burt, 1995).              

While most social structures are comprised of many strong connections, it is the “hole,” or               

separation between non-redundant contacts that offers the greatest opportunity for innovation or            

the flow of new information (Burt, 1995). Originally looking at differences in social capital, Burt               

found “individuals hold certain positional advantages or disadvantages from [others] who have            

complementary sources of information” (Burt, 1995). Individuals with connections to more           

diverse networks, hold a positional advantage because they have access to a higher volume of               

information and are more likely to be aware of, and included, in new opportunities that make                

them more attractive contacts to other individuals and organizations (Burt, 2000). 

Similarly, Mark Granovetter’s network research on “The Strength of Weak Ties” argues            

that the stronger the connection between two parties, the more likely they will have contacts that                

overlap (Granovetter, 1973). Ties are measured on an interpersonal level and the strength of a tie                

should be considered as a combination of the amount of time, the intimacy (mutual confiding),               

the emotional intensity, and the amount of reciprocal services volunteered between parties            

(Granovetter, 1973). Granovetter concludes that individuals with few weak ties are deprived of a              

wider expanse of knowledge (Granovetter, 1973). In his later research, Granovetter clarifies that             

while not all weak ties create value, when used as a bridge between networks, they become a                 

potential source of novel ideas that may provide an unusual advantage (Granovetter, 1983). 

Marketing Implication 
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Literature on the theory of Structural Holes reveals how individuals focus on            

organizations as an informational conduit. This research has the potential to enlighten marketing             

strategy because it suggests that creating a sense of psychological dispersion projects a             

perception of increased innovative capability around new products and organizations. This           

heightened capability is related to the assumption that global organizations have increased social             

capital, from their daily brokerage activities across structural holes, “that provides a vision of              

options otherwise unseen, which is the mechanism by which brokerage becomes social capital”             

(Burt 2004). 

Research by Subramaniam and Youndt further explores the types of innovative           

capabilities gained through increased human, organizational, and social capital, that transform           

existing products and services (Subramaniam et.al , 2005). Their findings conclude that the social             

capital gained from bridging networks, has been found to influence a wide range of              

organizational outcomes, such as “success in strategic alliances, attraction of venture capital, and             

career success” (Subramaniam et.al , 2005). It is this assumption of increased capability,            

promoted by the dispersion heuristic, that reveal how perceived broader distribution implies            

additional opportunities to bridge structural holes, that make products and organizations more            

unique and influential.  

Hypothesis 

The dispersion heuristic hypothesis suggests that products or organizations that are           

associated with more dispersed distribution channels will be perceived as being more trendy, as              

innate human behavior motivates us to disproportionately value ideas stated numerous times by             

others. We also predict that prestige- the conferral of status- mediates this effect.  
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METHODS 

Study 1 

Dispersion: Global vs. Local  

In Study 1, I examined separate evaluations of an up-and-coming fashion designer            

(Organization) whose product was either close or widely dispersed. The research question that             

motivated this study was: 1) Is there a significant difference between how trendy a designer is                

perceived based on close or dispersed distribution? 

Participants 

A total of 241 participants were recruited and compensated for participating in a study              

that “will contribute to a growing body of research on psychology.” All participants were asked               

to complete a survey via MTurk, an online survey tool site. The 12 question survey was                

presented to all participants by Qualtrics Survey Software, that also recorded the self-reported             

responses. Techniques to minimize biases include selecting a distribution of both male            

participants (n=115) and female participants (n=126), from multiple age segments ranging from            

18 to 69 years old (M= 33.93, SD=10.54). The sample’s racial/ ethnic composition was 6.22%               

Black, 9.13% Asian, 5.39% Hispanic, 75.93% White, and 3.32% Other. Participants who did not              

complete all portions of the survey were excluded.  

Procedure 

In a between-subjects design, participants were told, “Designer A is an up and coming              

designer of women’s and men’s clothing. This designer currently has 5 boutiques.” At this point,               

participants in the local condition (n=124) saw that the five boutiques were in Los Angeles,                

Seattle, Chicago, Houston, and Washington DC, whereas participants in the dispersed condition            
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(n=117) saw Los Angeles, Munich, Barcelona, Shanghai, and Sydney. Participants were           

additionally told, “Please respond to the question about Designer A below. Assume cost             

associated with operating in different regions is negligible. There are no right or wrong answers;               

we are interested in your initial impressions.”  

  

Then all responded to the dependent variable and were asked, “How trendy do you think               

designer A is?” Participants rated Designer A’s level of trendiness by selecting a choice from the                

scale: “Not At All,” “A Little,” “Somewhat,” “Moderately,” and “Very,” which were recorded             

and coded in the data collection as 1-5 respectively. 

Results 

From the survey, I expected to find a significant difference between how trendy a              

designer is perceived, with the dispersed condition having a higher mean rating of trendiness due               

to the assumption that a more dispersed presence implies a higher level of social proof and                

innovation. To test this hypothesis, I conducted an Independent Samples T-test to determine             

whether there was a significant difference between the means of self-reported scores on             

trendiness. Consistent with my hypothesis, designers with more dispersed boutique locations           

were evaluated as more trendy with a significant difference of M(Global)=4.25,           
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SD(Global)=0.78, M(Local)=3.90, SD(Local)=0.80; t(239)=3.39, p=.0008072. The related       

means and standard variations are displayed in Table 1.1. Independent Samples T-test results for              

all dependent variables and trendiness measures are presented in Table 1.2.  

Study 1 may have yielded null results if participants have prior knowledge or expertise              

within the fashion and apparel industry. A constraint of social proof is that when an individual                

has special knowledge or identifies with authority, then he or she is more likely to conclude they                 

have more information than the surrounding group and be less influenced by social cues              

(Cialdini, 2001). In this case, consumers with specific subject area expertise may not be as               

susceptible to the influence of the dispersion heuristic. Study 2 will build on the findings of this                 

study and look at the effects of high concentration versus high coverage dispersion on a specific                

product, perfume, by manipulating the number of retail outlets where it is sold. 

Study 2 

Dispersion: Concentration vs. Coverage 

Study 2 was conducted to examine whether designers selling their product, a new             

high-quality fragrance, at diverse department stores are evaluated as more prestigious and trendy             

than those selling at multiple locations of the same store. The research questions that motivated               

this study were: 1) Is there a significant difference between how trendy a designer is perceived                

based on the number of different department stores in which their product can be found? And 2)                 

Are designers considered more prestigious if they have more coverage across different            

department stores versus heavier concentration with a single store? 

Participants 
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A total of 273 participants were recruited and compensated for participating in a study              

that “will contribute to a growing body of research on psychology.” All participants were asked               

to complete a survey via MTurk, administered by Qualtrics Survey Software. Similarly to Study              

1, the sample comprised of both males (N=127) and females (N=146), from multiple age              

segments ranging from 18 to 70 years old (M= 32.20, SD=10.20) (Hanek, 2016). The sample’s               

racial/ ethnic composition was 7.0% Black, 8.10% Asian, 5.5% Hispanic, 71.1% White, and             

2.9% Other.  

Procedure 

In a between-subjects design, participants were told, “A new Designer is an up and              

coming producer of women’s and men’s fragrances.” To assess the effect of having broader              

coverage across different stores, participants in the dispersed condition read “These fragrances            

are currently being sold in the following department stores in the New York City area: Saks                

Fifth Avenue, Neiman Marcus, and Nordstrom”, versus in the local condition, where participants             

read that the fragrances were sold in three locations of Saks Fifth Avenue in the New York City                  

Area. Participants were randomly assigned to either the dispersed condition (n=136) or the close              

condition (n=135), where they rated the designer based on one of the two dispersion conditions               

(Hanek, 2016).  

A new Designer is an up and coming producer of women’s and men’s fragrances. These               
fragrances are currently being sold in the following department stores in the New York City               
area: 
 
[At three locations at Saks Fifth Avenue.] 
OR 
 
[At three locations at Saks Fifth Avenue, Neiman Marcus, and Nordstrom.] 
Please respond to the questions about this Designer below. There are no right or wrong               
answers; we are interested in your initial impressions. 
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Participants were asked to rate the designer on trendiness and prestige by selecting a              

choice from the scale from “Not At All,” “A Little,” “Somewhat,” “Moderately,” and “Very,”              

for both dimensions, which were coded and recorded in the data collection on as 1-5; with “Not                 

At All Trendy” (Or Prestigious) having the value of 1, and “Very Trendy” (Or Prestigious)               

having the value of 5. 

Results 

From the survey, I expected to find a significant difference between how trendy and              

prestigious a designer is perceived in the dispersed condition- returning a higher mean score on               

both dimensions. To test this hypothesis, a similar approach was used with an Independent              

Samples T-test to examine the mean level difference on the self-reported assessments with the              

alternative hypothesis that the true difference in population means is not equal to 0. 

Consistent with my hypothesis, designers who sell their product in more dispersed retail             

stores were evaluated as both more prestigious and trendy. The significant difference between             

the two conditions for prestige is represented in the T-test output: M(Dispersed-Prestige)=4.06,            

SD(Dispersed-Prestige)=0.9, M(Close-Prestige)=3.38, SD(Close-Prestige)=0.97; t(271)=2.01,    

p=.045 (Hanek, 2016). The evidence for increased perceived trendiness for the high coverage,             

dispersed channel condition is supported by the T-Test output: M(Dispersed-Trendy)=3.75,          

SD(Dispersed-Trendy)=0.88, M(Close-Trendy)=3.53, SD(Close-Trendy)=0.96; t(271)=2.05    

p=.042 (Hanek, 2016). The related means and standard variations from the Independent Samples             

T-test for all dependent variables and measurements on trendiness and prestige are displayed in              

Table 2. 
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In this study, the dispersed sources could be perceived in two ways: 1) as the three                 

different department stores, who each reinforce the quality of Designer A’s fragrance by electing              

to include it in their brand mix, and 2) a more dispersed customer base between the three                 

different department stores, implying a greater social familiarity and legitimacy of the brand.             

Results from Study 2 could be susceptible to the bias that having a dispersed presence in more                 

department stores implies a brand has a broader customer base, and therefore a higher level of                

social proof and financial capability. Further research should utilize the perceived size of a              

designer’s customer base as a manipulation check to verify if assumed consumer base is a better                

predictor and signal of trendiness, rather than number of department stores alone (Hanek, 2016). 

Study 3 

Dispersion Spectrum 

As Study 1 and Study 2 returned supportive evidence that having more broadly perceived              

distribution positively affects an individual’s assessment of trendiness, I was interested to            

examine whether moderators exist that pull down trendiness, such as breath; where having a very               

high level of dispersion or very low level would be less trendy. In exploring these boundary                

conditions, I predicted that the medium level of dispersion would return the highest rating of               

trendiness and offer insight into defining an optimal threshold for dispersion.  

In Study 3, I examined separate evaluations of a coffee shop under four conditions that               

varied in the number of cities in which the shop is currently located in. The research questions                 

that motivated this study were: 1) Is there an element of breath in consumers’ conferral of brand                 

trendiness?, 2) If yes, at what level of dispersion does a brand lose its perception of prestige and                  

trendiness?  
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Participants 

The total number of participants sampled in a hand-collection study was 32, with male (n               

=18) and female (n=14) individuals randomly assigned to evaluate a coffee shop under one of the                

four conditions: local/ no dispersion, low dispersion, medium dispersion, or high dispersion.            

Ages among the participants ranged from 18-71 years old (M= 27.24, SD= 12.11). 

Participants from two locations on campus at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor,              

were recruited to take a voluntary, 14 question survey presented by Qualtrics Survey Software.              

Techniques to minimize biases include asking the question, “How many cups of coffee do you               

drink per week?” with choices “None,” “0-5,” “6-10,” “11-15,” “16 or more.” Individuals who              

selected “none” were not included, to prevent against potential biases from non-coffee drinkers. 

Procedure 

Participants were told, “You have recently become aware of a new coffee shop in your               

area. There are now 4 options of coffee shops you can conveniently use. Each shop varies                

slightly in quality and experience. Please take a moment to respond to the following questions.               

There are no right or wrong answers; we are interested in your initial impressions of the newest                 

coffee shop.” Participants randomly assigned to each condition evaluated the shop with two             

questions: 1) “How likely are you to visit this coffee shop?” and 2) “How trendy do you believe                  

this coffee shop is?”  

To assess the effect of different dispersion levels on potential customers’ perception of             

trendiness, participants were randomly assigned to one of the following four conditions:  

You have recently become aware of a new coffee shop in your area. There are now 4 options of coffee                    
shops you can conveniently use. Each shop varies slightly in quality and experience. 
  
Please take a moment to respond to the questions below. There are no right or wrong answers; we are                   
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interested in your initial impressions of the newest coffee shop. 
 
Coffee Shop - Condition #1 
  
Locations: Chicago 
  
Coffee Shop - Condition #2 
  
Locations: Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City 
  
 Coffee Shop - Condition #3 
  
Locations: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York City,            
Phoenix  
  
Coffee Shop - Condition #4 
  
Locations: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York City,            
Omaha, Phoenix, San Francisco, Tulsa 
 

 

Participants rated their likeliness to visit their assigned coffee shop using a slider feature              

that allowed them to select a value from the scale 0-10, ranging from “Highly Unlikely” (0), to                 

“Highly Likely” (10). Similarly, trendiness was rated using a slider scale from “Not Trendy” (0)               

to “Very Trendy” (10).  

Results 

To test if there is a significant difference among population means of self-reported             

assessments on trendiness between coffee shops, I conducted a one-way analysis of variance             

(ANOVA) to compare the effect of dispersion across four conditions: local (no dispersion), low              

dispersion, medium dispersion, or high dispersion conditions.  

I was expecting to find a significant difference in the population mean score on trendiness               

at the medium level of dispersion (Condition #3), implying that mid level dispersion is optimal.               
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Inconsistent with my hypothesis, there was not significant evidence to support the claim that              

dispersion level predicts trendiness at the p<.05 level for the four conditions [F(4, 28) = 1.65, p =                  

0.191]. The related means and standard variations are displayed in Table 3.1. ANOVA results for               

all dependent variables and trendiness measures are presented in Table 3.2.  

Though the data from this preliminary study was not statistically significant, there is an              

observable variation between the mean scores that seems to suggest dispersion level influences             

consumers’ assessment on quality and organizational prestige in some way. In sum, while the              

calculated sample means across all four conditions from Study 3 suggest that the medium level               

of dispersion is the trendiest, there was not significant evidence at the p<.05 level and further                

research should be conducted.  

In the future, additional studies should explore a larger spectrum of dispersion and             

identify confounding effects signaled by increased dispersion. Study 3 may have yielded null             

results due to the small sample size, with only 32 individuals assigned between the four               

conditions.  

General Discussion 

The three studies described above were conducted to evaluate the effect of perceived             

dispersion on individuals’ independent assessments of trendiness and prestige. Study 1 supports            

the hypothesis that more diversely distributed organizations and individuals will be evaluated as             

more trendy. Current marketing and academic research on the theory of Structural Holes             

additionally supports this finding with the phenomena that individuals view global organizations            

as having increased capability and social capital, that results in the advantageous assumption that              

these organizations have higher quality products and services, influenced by the latest trends.             
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Study 2 additionally supports the dispersion heuristic with the finding that greater dispersion             

among different stores signals a higher level of trendiness and prestige. With study 3, I               

questioned whether the dispersion heuristic always positively influences assessments of          

trendiness or if it is only effective over an optimal threshold of dispersion. After conducting a                

primary study looking at various dispersion levels from none to high, I found that there were                

variations among the mean assessments of trendiness, though there was not significant evidence             

to support that the quantity of channels and degree of dispersion predicts trendiness for all four                

conditions. 

Limitations 

This research was aimed to provide a foundation for further research on the psychological              

value of dispersion to individuals and organizations, rather than the functional value. More             

robust studies should be conducted moving forward, that identify additional psychological           

mechanisms, beyond social proof and structural holes, that stimulate higher ratings of prestige             

and trendiness for more dispersed entities.  

A challenge and limitation to this research is defining what is trendy . What is trendy to                

one individual or organization may not be to the next, and not all people and organizations want                 

to be perceived as trendy (Aaker et. al , 2004). An additional complication and area of further                

research could look at the value of trendiness across industries. While this research focused              

mainly on manipulating the effect of dispersion within the consumer goods industry, a cross              

sectional study comparing the effect over multiple industries (i.e. medical, finance, and            

entertainment) would provide illuminating evidence to determine the efficacy of dispersion as a             

heuristic.  
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Implications 

Gaining a further understanding of stakeholder motivation and judgement will provide           

insight into the social and cognitive factors that build and compromise organizations. Potential             

key implications for looking at dispersion as a way for emerging organizations to signal              

trendiness and prestige through symbolic social proof, are enhanced marketing effectiveness and            

rapid growth. 

Today, limited research has been conducted to explain the preference for global            

consumer culture positioning and the underlying psychological drivers that motivate this strategy            

(Westjohn et al. , 2016, 22-39). This proposed research has the potential to advise organizations              

on how and when to aim for psychological dispersion when establishing their brand or releasing               

new programs and products. Organizations that utilize the dispersion heuristic as a more nuanced              

market entry strategy, however, should ensure their selection of cities or outlets aligns to their               

target consumers, because people are most likely to respond to influence tactics applied             

horizontally, through relatable peers (Cialdini, 2001).  

Conclusion 

My contribution with this research is mainly exploratory, with the primary purpose to             

inspire interest in the proposed theory of employing dispersion as a heuristic for trendiness. The               

dispersion heuristic’s new approach to understanding stakeholder judgement, capitalizes on the           

psychological value of dispersion to attract attention that establishes organizational legitimacy           

and prestige more efficiently. As the competition for top talent and resources intensifies,             

organizations will need to win the attention of well-connected individuals in new ways, to poise               

themselves for future growth and the preservation of organizational values. Informing marketing            
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and management strategy in this way, is not intended as a design for deception, but rather as                 

means to more effectively attract the attention of key stakeholders to provide a foundation for               

positive growth and high performance. 
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Table 1.1 Study 1: Means and Standard Deviations on the Measure of Designer A’s Trendiness               

as a Function of Close or Dispersed Distribution 

 

  Trendiness inventory score 

Dispersion n M SD 

Close 124 3.9 0.8 

Dispersed 117 4.225 0.77 
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Table 1.2. Study 1: Output for the Independent Samples T-Test 
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Table 2. Study 2: Means and Standard Deviations on the Measures of Trendiness and Prestige               

as a Function of Close or Dispersed Channel Distribution 

 

  Trendy inventory score Prestige inventory score 

  n M SD M SD 

Close 135 3.53 0.96 3.38 0.97 

Dispersed 136 3.75 0.88 4.06 0.90 
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Table 3.1: Study 3: Means and Standard Deviations on the Measures of a Trendiness for a                

Coffee Shop as a Function of Breadth of Dispersion  

  

  Trendiness inventory score 

  n M SD 

None 8 6.17 2.76 

Low 8 7.88 1.96 

Medium 8 6.38 2.33 

High 8 4.63 3.62 
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Table 3.2. Study 3: One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of Trendiness of a Coffee Shop by                

Breadth of Dispersion  

  

Source df SS MS F p 

Between groups 4 49.88 12.47 1.65 0.19 

Within groups 27 204.34 7.56   

Total 31 254.22       
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